
Everything you need to get 
anything done, in one place
An integrated workspace that’s simple to 
use, Google Workspace lets you spend less 
time managing your work and more time 
actually doing it.

Cost Savings

Power productivity and achieve more, together
Google Workspace’s fully managed enterprise-grade productivity, 
collaboration, and search tools give your teams the ability to connect, create 
and collaborate with ease. Email, cloud storage, video conferencing, chat, 
and more, empower in-office and remote teams to do their best work, from 
anywhere.

Start your journey with expert enterprise consultation

SADA has a certified team of cloud consultants and sales engineers to 
evaluate and activate Google Workspace for organizations with extensive 
footprints. When you mobilize Google Workspace with SADA, you put the 
enterprise-class cloud productivity suite to work for you – better, faster, and 
more effectively, helping you make technology a catalyst for collaboration and 
transformation.

Here for you. Every step of the way.

From the start 
We get to know your business, and make your success ours. We evaluate your 
processes, dig in to your unique challenges, and find the best way forward. 
 
Consult 
Let’s turn your challenges into opportunities and boost collaboration, 
accelerate innovation, increase agility, build cloud-native applications, better 
protect your business, or make the most of your data.

 
Migration & modernize 
We’ll pave a clear, fast and seamless path to Google Cloud deployment by 
modernizing your existing applications and migrating your VMs and data. 
 
Manage change 
There’s infrastructure change and then there’s ensuring your people are in 
the driver’s seat. Our change management services will ensure you’re able to 
reinvent the way you do business.
 
Project management 
Ramp faster, develop smarter, migrate more efficiently, and see better results 
with an experienced partner on your side.
 
24/7 technical support 
We’ve got you covered. Our experts are always a phone call away.

GOOGLE WORKSPACE  
FOR ENTERPRISE

Vault

Never worry about losing data. Retrieve 
and export what you need, even from 
previous employees, and empower your 
legal teams to set retention rules for 
eDiscovery and compliance needs.

Gmail and Calendar

It’s the Gmail you know and love, 
designed for enterprise. Stay on top of 
your work, quickly schedule meetings 
and events with Calendar, and 
seamlessly connect via Meet or Chat—all 
without leaving Gmail. 

Meet

Connect from anywhere with enterprise-
grade video conferencing for up to 250 
participants. Secure by default, Meet’s 
features keep users safe, their data 
secure, and their information private.  

Docs, Sheets, Slides, and more

Easily create, edit and collaborate 
on documents, spreadsheets 
and presentations, wherever you 
are. Achieve more with real-time 
collaboration—with everyone working 
together in the same document at the 
same time.

Drive

Tap into Google Workspace’s unlimited 
storage capacity. Securely store, share 
and collaborate across devices, tablets 
and computers.
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“With help from SADA, our original go-live date never moved, and we migrated 23,000 users to 
Google Workspace over a single weekend. The transition was as flawless as it could get, with no 
disruption to the business. The Monday after migration was quiet. In just under three months, we 
saw people working differently. Over 94% of users were actively using Google Drive, with over 
57,000 hours of Google Meet sessions conducted in one month alone, allowing our employees to 
collaborate while in the office and on mobile, connecting our global teams.”

Mike Crowe
CIO | Colgate-Palmolive

Enterprise security made simple
Take security to the next level with enhanced 
features and premium admin controls. Feel 
confident your users and data are safe even 
with increased collaboration capabilities. 

 ‐ Experience advanced data loss prevention 
for Gmail and Drive by creating custom rules 
to control the content that users can share. 

 ‐ See your protection at work with added 
visibility and security analytics.

 ‐ Control who has access to your apps, down 
to the user and device.

Partner with the best
At SADA, we climb every mountain, clear every hurdle, and turn the improbable into 
possible – over and over again. Simply put, we propel your organization forward. 

It’s not enough to migrate to the cloud, it’s about what you do once you’re there. 
Accelerating application development. Advancing productivity and collaboration. Using 
your data as a competitive edge. When it comes to Google Cloud, we’re not an add-on, 
we’re a must-have, driving the business performance of our clients with its power.

Beyond our expertise and experience, what sets us apart is our people. It’s the spirit that 
carried us from scrappy origins as one of the Google Cloud launch partners to an award-
winning global partner year after year. With a client list that spans healthcare, financial 
services, media and entertainment, retail, manufacturing, public sector and digital natives 
– we simply get the job done, every step of the way.

A few of  
our clients

YOUR CHALLENGES  
ARE OURS. WE’RE  
READY. LET’S GO.
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